This paper is devoted to the investigation of the consequences of timelike and spacelike matter inheritance vectors in specific forms of energy-momentum tensor, i.e., for string cosmology (string cloud and string fluid) and perfect fluid. Necessary and sufficient conditions are developed for a spacetime with string cosmology and perfect fluid to admit a timelike matter inheritance vector, parallel to u a and spacelike matter inheritance vector, parallel to x a . We compare the outcome with the conditions of conformal Killing vectors. This comparison provides us the conditions for the existence of matter inheritance vector when it is also a conformal Killing vector. Finally, we discuss these results for the existence of matter inheritance vector in the special cases of the above mentioned spacetimes.
Introduction
General Relativity (GR) is the field theory of gravity which is highly nonlinear. The non-linearity of GR makes the field equations non-linear. Sym-metries yield physical restrictions to the gravitational field which give not only the simplicity but also provide special physical effects in the field. GR provides a rich arena to use symmetries in order to understand the natural relation between geometry and matter furnished by Einstein field equations (EFEs).
Symmetry inheritance of a kinematical or dynamical quantity is defined [1] mathematically as
where £ ξ is Lie derivative along ξ, ξ(x a ) is the inheritance vector, α(x a ) is a scalar function, and A is any of the following: g ab (metric tensor), R a bcd (Riemann tensor), R ab (Ricci tensor), T ab (matter tensor) or geometric objects constructed by them. One can find all well-known inheritance symmetries by requiring the particular forms of the quantity A. For example, if we take A = g ab , the above equation defines an inheritance symmetry defined by Conformal Killing Vector (CKV). If A = R a bcd , this defines Riemann inheritance symmetry or Curvature inheritance symmetry. If A = R ab , this is Ricci inheritance symmetry and for A = T ab , the equation defines the matter inheritance symmetry. In the case of inheritance symmetry of CKVs, the function α(x a ) is called the conformal factor and in the case of other inheritance symmetries, it is called the inheritance factor. When α = 0, all the inheritance cases reduce to the cases of collineations.
The matter inheritance symmetry (MIV) is defined by
which can be expressed in component form as 
The study of MIV is important as it helps in studying the invariance properties of a given geometrical object namely the Einstein tensor. This tensor plays an important role in the theory of GR, since it is related via EFEs to the material content of spacetime (represented by the matter tensor). Also, the symmetries of energy-momentum tensor provide conservation laws on matter field. They also help us to find out how the physical fields occurring in a certain region of spacetime reflect the symmetries of the metric. A recent literature on inheritance symmetries in different spacetimes has attracted many people. Herrera and Ponce [2] have discussed CKVs in perfect and anisotropic fluids. Maartens et al. [3] have made a study of special conformal Killing vectors (SCKVs) in anisotropic fluids. Coley and Tupper [4] have considered spacetimes admitting SCKV and symmetry inheritance. Carot et al. [5] have discussed spacetimes with CKVs. Duggal [1, 6] has studied curvature inheritance symmetry and timelike Ricci inheritance symmetry in fluid spacetimes.
Greenberg [7] was the first to introduce the theory of spacelike congruences in GR. It was further developed with applications by Mason and Tsamparlis [8] , who considered spacelike CKVs in spacelike congruences. Yavuz and Yilmaz [9] considered inheriting CKVs and SCKVs in string cosmology (string cloud and string fluid). They also discussed solutions of string cosmology in static spherical symmetric spacetime via CKVs. Yilmaz et al. [10] and Baysal et al. [11] worked on the curvature inheritance symmetry and conformal collineations respectively in string cosmology. In his paper, Yilmaz [12] has considered timelike and spacelike Ricci collineations in string cloud. Baysal and Yilmaz [13] extended this work to spacelike Ricci inheritance vectors in string cosmology. In another paper [14] , the same authors studied timelike and spacelike Ricci collineations in the model of string fluid.
Zeldovich [15] argued that the study of string cloud and string fluid models could give rise to density perturbations leading to the formation of galaxies. Kibble [16] shows the consistency in the existence of a large scale network of strings in the early universe and the today's observations of the universe. According to them the grand unification theories can also explain the presence of strings. Thus, it would be worth interesting to investigate the symmetry features of strings. The energy-momentum tensor associated with a perfect fluid has been widely studied in GR as a source of gravitational field, mainly to describe models of stars, galaxies and universes [17] . Also, it has been used to solve the EFEs using different prescriptions. Here the symmetry feature of the perfect fluid would be used.
In this paper, we extend the work for timelike MIVs and spacelike MIVs (SpMIVs) using string cosmology and perfect fluid. We shall also discuss the conditions for a MIV to be a CKV. The paper has been organised as follows. In section 2, we shall review some general results of timelike MIVs as well as SpMIVs to be used in the next sections. In sections 3 and 4, we shall solve the MIV equations and find out the necessary and sufficient conditions for timelike MIVs and SpMIVs in different fluid spacetimes to admit them. Also, we shall give the necessary and sufficient conditions for both timelike MIV and SpMIV when it is a CKV. In the last section, we shall conclude and discuss the results obtained.
Some General Results
This section is devoted to discuss some general results about timelike MIVs as well as SpMIVs which will be used in later sections. Before discussing these results, we give the specific forms of the matter tensor to be used in this paper.
The energy-momentum tensor for a string cloud can be written as [18] T
where ρ is the rest energy for the cloud of strings with particles attached to them and λ is the string tensor density and are related by ρ = ρ p + λ. Here ρ p is particle energy density. This energy-momentum tensor represents a model of massive strings. Each massive string is formed by a geometric string with particles attached along its extension. This is the simplest model where we have particle and strings together. The energy-momentum tensor for a string fluid [20] is
where ρ s is the string density, q is the string tension and also pressure. H ab is screen projection operator and will be explained later. The energymomentum tensor for a perfect fluid [17] is
where ρ is the energy density and p is the pressure of fluid.
Timelike Matter Inheritance Vectors
Let ξ a = ξu a , where u a is a unit timelike four-velocity vector orthogonal to the four-vector x a satisfying the following properties:
The vector u a;b can be decomposed into its antisymmetric part, symmetric trace free part and trace as follows [20] 
whereu a is the acceleration, ω ab is rotation (rotational velocity), σ ab is shear (shear velocity) and θ is the expansion (expansion velocity). These quantities are mathematically defined aṡ
The projection tensor, h ab = g ab + u a u b , has the following properties:
When ξ a = ξu a , we can re-write the matter inheritance symmetry aṡ
The primary effect of a timelike CKV ξ a = ξu a is a well-known equation given by £ ξ g ab = 2ψg ab which is equivalent to the following conditions [21] (Proof is given in Appendix A)
Spacelike Matter Inheritance Vectors
Let ξ a = ξx a , where x a is a unit spacelike vector orthogonal to unit fourvelocity vector u a satisfying the following relations:
The vector x a;b can be decomposed with respect to u a and x a in the following way [22] 
where s * ...
Here H ab is screen projection operator perpendicular to both u a and x a , given by
This has the following properties:
We decompose A ab into its irreducible parts
where S ab = S ba , S a a = 0 is the traceless part of A ab , θ * is the trace of A ab and W ab = −W ba is the rotation of A ab . We can have the following relations:
The term in square parentheses, in Eq. (19), can be written as
where
is the Greenberg vector and ω tb is the rotational velocity. Using this value, it follows that Eq.(19) takes the form
Also, we have
When ξ a = ξx a , the matter inheritance symmetry, given in Eq. (3), can be written as
It is known that the primary effect of a SpCKV ξ a = ξx a is a wellknown equation given by £ ξ g ab = 2ψg ab , which is equivalent to the following conditions [8] (Proof is given in Appendix B)
Timelike Matter Inheritance Vectors
In this section, we shall prove the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of timelike MIV in the model of string cosmology and perfect fluid. In addition, we shall give the conditions for the existence of timelike MIV which is also a timelike CKV.
String Cloud
Theorem: The string cloud spacetime with energy-momentum tensor, given by Eq. (4), admits a timelike MIV ξ a = ξu a if and only if
Proof: First we assume that a timelike MIV exists in this spacetime and prove that the conditions given by Eq.(31)-(34) are satisfied. When we substitute value of the energy-momentum tensor for string cloud from Eq.(4) in Eq. (14) and make use of Eq.(35), we havė
h ab h cd , after some algebra, we obtainρ 
If we make use of Eq.(34) in the above expression together the value of u t;a from Eq. (8) 
String Fluid
Theorem: The string fluid spacetime with energy-momentum tensor, given by Eq.(5), admits a timelike MIV ξ a = ξu a if and only if
Proof: First we suppose that a string fluid spacetime admits a timelike MIV and derive the above conditions.
When we use Eqs. (5), (14) and (45), it follows thaṫ
If we contract Eq.(46) with
h ab h cd , after some tedious computation, we obtaiṅ (ρ s + q)θ − γ ab σ ab which implies thatq
Replacing this value ofq in Eq.(49), we havė
Comparing Eqs. (47) and (52), we have
which finally gives (ρ s u a ξ) ;a = −αT.
This yields the first condition given by Eq.(42).
(ii) Expanding Eq.(48), we havė
Substituting the value of ρ s (lnξ)
. from Eq.(53) in the above equation, we obtain the condition (43). To prove that the conditions (42)-(44) are sufficient, we shall take the left hand side of Eq.(46) given bẏ
Using Eq.(45) and the conditions (43)- (44), it follows that
Also, Eqs.(42) and (43) imply thaṫ
Thus the expression (55) becomes
Now by using Eq.(51), it takes the form
which is the right hand side of the Eq.(46). Hence the conditions (42)-(44) are sufficient as well. The string fluid spacetime admits a timelike MIV ξ a = ξu a which is also a timelike CKV if and only if
The proof is straightforward and it follows directly by the comparison of Eqs. (15)- (17) and Eqs.(42)-(44).
Perfect Fluid
Theorem: The perfect fluid spacetime with energy-momentum tensor, given by Eq.(6), admits a timelike MIV ξ a = ξu a if and only if
Proof: We first assume that timelike MIV exist and prove the above conditions. From Eqs. (6) and (14), we get h ab h cd , we have
(i) Condition (59) is followed by Eq. (64) (ii) Eq.(65) is the same as condition (60). 
Substituting the value of u a;b and making use of Eqs. (59)- (62), we have
Hence the conditions are necessary as well as sufficient for the perfect fluid to admit a timelike MIV. The perfect fluid spacetime admits a timelike MIV ξ a = ξu a which is also a timelike CKV if and only if the conditions given by Eqs. (15)- (17) are satisfied.
Spacelike Matter Inheritance Vectors
This section deals with the necessary and sufficient conditions when it admits SpMIV for string cosmology and perfect fluid.
String Cloud
Theorem: The string cloud spacetime with energy-momentum tensor, admits a MIV ξ a = ξx a if and only if
Proof: It follows from Eqs. (4) and (25) that
When we make contraction of Eq.(72) with
in turn, the following equations turn out Notice that the conditions given by Eqs. (68)- (71) 
These can be easily verified by comparing Eqs. 
String Fluid
Theorem: The string fluid spacetime with energy-momentum tensor has a MIV ξ a = ξx a if and only if
Proof: If we make use of Eqs. (5) and (25), we can write
Now we make contraction of Eq.(88) with
H ab H cd in turn, the following equations are obtained
(lnξ)
.
Let us now satisfy the necessary and sufficient conditions given by Eqs. (83) ;a ) = 2α(ρ s − q). Substituting 2(q − ρ s ) = T in the above equation, we obtain the condition given by Eq.(87). Now we explore the conditions for the string fluid when a MIV is also a SpCKV. The string fluid spacetime admits a SpMIV ξ a = ξx a , which is also a SpCKV if and only if
The proof of these results can be performed by the comparison of Eqs. 
Perfect Fluid
Theorem: The perfect fluid spacetime with energy-momentum tensor posesses a MIV ξ a = ξx a if and only if
Proof: First we assume that a perfect fluid spacetime admits a SpMIV and show that the conditions (104)- (109) can be obtained. From Eqs. (6) and (25), we get
Contracting Eq.(110) in turn with
H ab H cd , we have 
If we use the expansion of x a;b from Eq.(23), and also use the conditions (104), (108) and (109), we have 2αξ
Using Eqs. (105), (106) and (107), we obtain
which implies the right hand side of Eq.(110). Hence the conditions are necessary as well as sufficient. The perfect fluid spacetime admits a SpMIV ξ a = ξx a which is also a SpCKV if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
The proof follows by the comparison of Eqs. (104)- (109) and Eqs. (26)-(30).
Summary and Discussion
This paper deals with the fundamental question of determining when the symmetries of the geometry is inherited by all the source terms of a prescribed matter tensor of EFEs. Physically, there is a close connection of inheriting CKVs with the relativistic thermodynamics of fluids since for a distribution of massless particles in equilibrium the inverse temperature function is inheriting CKV. In this paper, we have found the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of timelike MIVs and SPMIVs in string cosmology and perfect fluid spacetime. In the case of timelike MIVs, we obtain 4 conditions for the string cloud model, 3 conditions for the string fluid model and 4 conditions for the perfect fluid model which are necessary as well as sufficient for the existence of such vectors. In the case of SpMIVs, we obtain 5 conditions for the string cloud, 4 for the string fluid and 6 for perfect fluid spacetime. We have also compared these conditions with the conditions of CKV to get the conditions of MIVs which is also a CKV. In the following we discuss these conditions in detail for the specific cases.
Timelike MIVs in String Cloud
1. When λ = 0, or ρ = ρ p , the case reduces to the case of cloud of particles and the conditions are
2. When ρ p = 0 or ρ = λ, we get the conditions for the existence of timelike MIV in geometric strings. These are 2. When q = 0, the case becomes the case of pure strings with the following necessary and sufficient conditions to admit a MIV
Timelike MIVs in String Fluid
The conditions (129) and (130) imply that (lnξ) . = θ = u * t x t and
This shows that the above conditions for string cloud and string fluid are the same for λ = ρ and ρ = ρ s .
Timelike MIVs in Perfect fluid
1. Eq.(63) gives either the shear velocity or the pressure vanishes. When p = 0, it reduces to the case of dust and the conditions become similar to the case of string cloud for ρ = ρ p . The vanshing of shear velocity implies that the stress is zero.
2. When ρ = p, it gives the stiff matter and the corresponding conditions areṗ
. ,
We also obtain the same conditions as above for ρ = 3p, i.e., the radiation case and for ρ = −p, i.e., the vacuum case.
It is to be noted that in all the cases (string cosmology and perfect fluid), the conditions for a timelike MIV which is also a timelike CKV are the same as given in Eqs. (15)- (17).
Spacelike MIVs in String Cloud

Eq.(68) gives
Since ω ab = η abcd ω c u d , we have by contracting Eq.(136) with η atef ω e u f that
Also, both x a = 0 and ω a = 0, it follows that x a = ±ω a /ω and the curves are material curves.
2. If the string tensor density is zero, i.e., λ = 0, then ρ = ρ p +λ implies that ρ = ρ p . The case reduces to the cloud of particles and the conditions of SpMIV given by Eqs. (68)-(71) turn out to be
When we compare the above conditions with Eqs. (15)- (17), the conditions for a SpMIV which is also a SpCKV change into
4. When ρ p = 0, i.e., particle energy density vanishes, then ρ = λ. This is the case of geometric strings or Nambu strings [18] . The conditions for the existence of SpMIV become
Also, the conditions for a SpMIV which is also a SpCKV takes the form
5.5
Spacelike MIVs in String Fluid 1. It follows from Eq.(84) that either q = 0 or S ab = 0. If q = 0, the case reduces to the case of pure strings and S ab = 0 implies that the shear of a spacelike congruence, generated by a MIV, vanishes.
2. If we take ω = 0, Eq.(83) implies that qN a = 0 which gives two possibilities either q = 0 or N a = 0. The case q = 0 is the same as above and N a = 0 implies the integral curve, i.e., x a are material curves and the string fluid forms the two-surface.
3. When we assume that ω = 0 and N a = 0, we get x a = ±ω a /ω and curves are material curves.
5.6
Spacelike MIVs in Perfect Fluid 2. When p = 0, the case reduces to the case of dust. In this case we get the same necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the MIV as in the case of cloud of particles with ρ p = ρ.
3. The case ρ = p in a perfect fluid implies stiff matter. The necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence of MIV in this case are
4. ρ = 3p implies the case of radiation and the conditions of the existence of MIV reduce to
5. ρ = −p in a perfect fluid gives vacuum state. The necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence of MIV in this case are
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of MIV which is also a CKV are the same in the cases (3), (4) and (5) given as
It is mentioned here that for α = 0, we obtain the conditions of matter collineations in each case of spacelike and timelike MIVs for the models of string cloud, string fluid and perfect fluid. We have obtained the conditions for the existence of MIVs in the models of string cloud, string fluid and perfect fluid. These conditions can be used as restriction for the EFEs. Since the non-linearity of EFEs ceases to extract their exact solution, the restricted equations may give interesting solution in respective spacetimes. Matter inheritance symmetry for null fluid spacetimes can be defined. Cylindrically symmetric and spherically symmetric spacetimes can be classified by the MIVs. It would be worth interesting to look for the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of null MIVs in different cosmological models.
Appendix A Conditions for Timelike CKVs
Here we prove the necessary and sufficient conditions for a timelike CKV.
Theorem:
The primary effect of a timelike CKV ξ a = ξu a is a well-known equation £ ξ g ab = 2ψg ab , which is equivalent to the following conditions [21] u a − (lnξ) ;a = u a (lnξ) h ab h cd and applying ξ a = ξu a , we have u a (lnξ) . = ξ −1 ψ, (A4) u a − (lnξ) ;a − (lnξ)
. u a = 0, (A5)
(i) Making use of (A5) in (A4), we have the condition (A1).
(ii) Eqs.(A6) and (A7) directly imply the conditions (A2) and (A3).
By putting these conditions in ξ a;b + ξ b;a , where ξ a = ξu a , we obtain 2ψg ab and so the conditions are necessary as well as sufficient.
When ψ = 0, the conditions (A1)-(A3) reduces to the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of timelike KV. Substituting these conditions in ξ a;b + ξ b;a where ξ a = ξx a , we obtain 2ψg ab and so the conditions are necessary as well as sufficient. When ψ = 0, the conditions (B1)-(B5) reduce to the necessary and sufficient conditions of SpKVs.
